
Presentation #5:  Externalities
An externality is a third-person side effect. There are EXTERNAL benefits or external costs to 

someone other than the original decision maker. There can be positive & negative externalities.

Why are Externalities a form of Market Failure?
Because the free market fails to include external costs or external benefits.

With no government involvement there would be too much of some goods and too little of others.

Funny Explanation of Externalities (and othe rconcepts) in 6 minutes with Anchorman

Negative Externalities explained in 2 minutes Positive Externalities explained in 2 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBjFDtH-iZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha-ssoI6S0Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvMAec06_Uo


Situations that results in a COST for a different person other than the original 

decision maker. The costs “spillover” to other people or society.

Example: Zoram is a chemical company that pollutes the air when it produces. 

Zoram only looks at its INTERNAL costs.

The firms ignores the social cost of pollution

So, the firm’s marginal cost curve is its supply curve

When you factor in EXTERNAL costs, Zoram is producing too much of its 

product.

The government might limit its production.

More examples of negative externalities in images below…

Negative Externalities 
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Negative Externalities Classic example:  Market for Cigarettes

Marginal private cost (MPC) doesn’t include the costs to society.
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Q: What will the MC/Supply look like when EXTERNAL cost are factor in?

A: Supply shifts left (producers make less/price goes up)
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At QFM the MSC is 

greater than the MSB. 

Too much is being 

produced so there is 

deadweight loss

Q:  If the market produces QFM why is it a market failure?

A: MSC not included (“passed on to producer”)

Overallocation
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Q: What should the government do to fix a negative externality?
A: Establish an excise tax for the amount of the externality (No Deadweight loss)

QOptimal
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= MPC

MSB = MSC

MSC

Negative Externalities Classic example:  Market for Cigarettes



Positive Externalities 
Situations that result in a BENEFIT for someone other than the original decision 

maker. The benefits “spillover” to other people or society.

(EX: Flu Vaccines, Education, Home Renovation)

Example: A mom decides to get a flu vaccine for her child
Mom only looks at the INTERNAL benefits.

She ignores the social benefits of a healthier society.
So, her private marginal benefit is her demand  

When you factor in EXTERNAL benefits, the marginal benefit AND demand 
would be greater.

The government recognizes this and subsidizes flu shots.
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Positive Externalities Example:  Flu Shots

The marginal private benefit doesn’t include the additional benefits 

to society.  Ex: Not all members of society choose to get flu shots.
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Q: What will the MB/D look like when EXTERNAL benefits are factor in?

A:  Demand shifts to the right (the Social Benefit is “optimal”)…ALL people 

would get flu shots

QOptimal
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D=MSB

Q: If the market produces QFM why is it a market failure?

A: Because the free market achieves less than social optimal results

S = MSC

Marginal 

Social Benefit

QFM QOptimal
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Underallocation

S = MSC

Marginal 

Social Benefit

QFM QOptimal

At QFM the MSC is less than the MSB. 

Too little is being produced
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D=MPB

S = MSC

MSB

Q:  What should the government do to fix a negative externality?

A: Subsidize the amount of the externality (give “free” flu shots) 

=MPB



Review & Practice
1. What is an Externality?

When EXTERNAL benefits or external costs are on 
someone other than the original decision maker. 

2. Why are Externalities Market Failures?
The free market fails to include external costs or 
external benefits.

3. Explain why the graph for a Negative Externality has 
two cost curves.
Two Costs: Private and Social

4. Explain why the graph for a Positive Externality has 
two benefit curves.
Two Benefits: Private and Social
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2010 FRQ KEY EXPLAINED IN 2 MINUTES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QidPZOndY2w


2011 FRQ



2011 FRQ KEY EXPLAINED IN 2 MINUTES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZAkECbccik

